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Aims of the session:
To look at how what we teach in religion and worldviews, 

and the way that we teach it can provide opportunities for 
pupils to meet the early years expectations through RE & WV 
based activities. 

Meeting specific RE &WV knowledge and skills 
requirements in relation to guidance provided by the local 
authority and diocese, including using the knowledge 
building blocks from the resource ‘Understanding 
Christianity’.

Practical ideas that can be used in the early years.



Worldviews
Religious world views – diversity of lived experiences within 
faiths

Non-religious world views, such as humanism.

Personal worldviews – everyone has a personal worldview.

RE is not just acquiring information but also learning how to 
interpret that information 



Personal, Social and Emotional Development
• Opportunities to feel valued as an individual. 
• Express own feelings and consider the feelings of others. 
• Build constructive and positive relationships with adults and other 

children. 
• Think about the perspectives of others.

Fred 
the 
Ted's 
diary

Nobody stands nowhere – everyone has a story, personal worldview to share.



Meeting people during a visit to a place of worship or welcoming a visitor 
to school – listening to others perspectives, building relationships with 
other adults.

After reading Little Red Hen ask the children ‘Do you 
think the LRH behaved in the right way? 
Have two sides of the classroom / outside labelled yes / 
no and children go to the answer they believe. Then ask 
them to explain why they chose that answer. (Expressing 
their personal view on an issue)



Communication and Language
Learn new vocabulary – religion and world views rich vocabulary
Ask questions to find out more and check understanding
Articulate ideas and thoughts in well – formed sentences.
Connect one idea to another using conjunctions.
Describe events in detail.
Talk about how things works and why they might happen.
Engage in story times, retell stories, listen to and talk about 
stories.
Use new vocabulary in different contexts. (Visit, visitor, parents, 
in play)



Story outside: Easter in the forest

When the Easter 
Bunny came to see 
me...

Adapted from an idea from RE 
Today about When Father 
Christmas came to see me.



Show interest in non-fiction books.

The use of stories in R.E. can support answering how and why 
questions about their experiences and in response to stories or 
events.’ One way I did this was asking pupils to tell me something 
that Christians believe God had created and why they thought 
God had created it after listening to the Creation story told in the 
Bible. 

How do Sikhs 
show that 
they are good 
friends to 
others?



Exploring religious stories and being able to talk about them is a 
key objective for FS2 pupils to achieve within the local agreed 
syllabus guidance (Leicester City)
Providing opportunities for children to explain their knowledge and 
understanding of concepts and ideas within R.E. and world views 
supports this as well as introducing them to some religious words 
which will extend their vocabulary. Knowledge of some religious 
vocabulary such as God, Jesus, Muhammad, church, mosque is an 
expectation from the local authority.



Writing in RE



Understanding the World: 

Religion and worldviews education can make a substantial 
contribution to learning about understanding the world through 
developing their skills in talking to family members and members of 
the community familiar to them. Comparing and contrasting 
characters from stories and figures from the past. (Religious / world 
view leaders)
Places that are special to some members of the community 
(Religious / non-religious places) why they might be special.
Familiarity with different beliefs, special times and how people 
might celebrate these in different ways. 





Remembering

Diddy disciples creative story telling 1st

world war.



Natural world – link to creation – awe and wonder 
What you can see, hear, and feel outside
Changes in the seasons

Life cycles – birth , death

Develop wondering, questioning about the natural world. 
Express their own thoughts, reflect on ideas from religion.
Looking after creation.



Watch dance performances (Dandiya, stick dancing – navarati)
Express their ideas through dance, move to music, music making 
and dance.
Add storylines to their play.

Expressive arts and design



They represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings 
through design and technology, art, music, dance, role play 
and stories.



What has been useful?
What will you take away and use?




